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In this workshop, we will understand Korean cinema through cinematographic 

practices. Based on famous Korean movies, we will remake some outstanding 

scenes. Students will choose some sequences of a famous Korean movie and then  

they will draw the storyboard and remake the sequences (supervised by the 

professor). 

 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF KOREAN CINEMA 

1- The beginning of Korean Cinema under Japanese colonization 

2- North Korean Cinema and South Korean cinema in the 1950's and 1960's 

3- "Sex-Screen and Sport" in South Korea, "quotaquickies"  

 and melodrama aesthetic under military control until the end of the 1980's 

4- The first New Wave of the Korean cinema: Park Kwang-su, Jang Sun-woo,  

Hwang Kiu-dok, Lee Myong-se, Bae Young-gyun, etc. 

5- The end of the 1990's and the new market: Blockbusters and genre movies  

(from Jiri to Taeguki) 

6- The second New Wave and the Hallyu in the 2000's 

7- The post Hallyu era : Korean movies today between "auteurs" movies  

(Kim Ki-duk, Lee Chang-dong, Hong Sang-soo) and an industry in crisis. 

 

 



The process: 

1. Understanding some great Korean movies (specificity or not) 

2. Making synergistic groups (some good scriptwriters, story-boarders, actors, 

cameraman and camerawoman etc.) 

3. A Choice (3, 4,... 10) of famous scenes available to remake (provided by students 

themselves and by the professor. Democratic final decision.) 

4. An introduction to cinematographic techniques (story telling, story-boarding, 

camera work, sound work, lighting work, editing work) A short but efficient 

introduction to cinema techniques and vocabulary (camera work, digital editing, 

sound recording, lighting, etc.) 

5. Preparation of the shooting (cast, locations, etc.) Discovering Korea and Korean 

people reactions while making a movie. 

6. Each group shoot their own remake (a sequence of a famous Korean movie) 

7. Editing session (editing the film itself and some of the most funny, poetic or 

meaningful making-of. 

8. Screening (The short movies of each groups will be screened during the closing 

ceremony of the summer session). Voice vote. 

 

Notes:  

 Students do not need any cinematographic knowledge. The workshop (the 

professor) will provide them the basic surviving techniques they have to know. 

 Equipments will be provided by the HUFS ISS 

 Up on the scenes to shoot, be ready to some (few) extra times put of standard 

class schedule. 

Assessment  

10% Attendance - 20% Interview - 70% Workshop participation  

* * * * * * * * * * * 

 


